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ABSTRACT

We used the Disk Detective citizen science project and the BANYAN II Bayesian analysis tool to identify a new
candidate member of a nearby young association with infrared excess. WISE J080822.18-644357.3, an M5.5-type
debris disk system with significant excess at both 12 and 22 μm, is a likely member (~90% BANYAN II
probability) of the ∼45Myr old Carina association. Since this would be the oldest M dwarf debris disk detected in
a moving group, this discovery could be an important constraint on our understanding of M dwarf debris disk
evolution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Young moving groups (YMGs) and associations provide
highly valuable targets for exoplanet searches and are
important tracers of disk evolution (Zuckerman & Song 2004;
López-Santiago et al. 2006). The stars in YMGs share similar
ages, and their motions through the Galaxy trace back to a
common locus of origin. Exoplanets around stars in YMGs are
often young and warm enough to be observed via near-infrared
direct imaging with large telescopes (e.g., Marois et al. 2008;
Currie et al. 2014). Additionally, the well-determined ages of
YMG members allow us to place any planets and disks
discovered around them in a chronological sequence, tracing
the evolution of planetary systems.

YMGs have driven many studies of disk evolution. Based on
Spitzer data and disk models of objects in the Taurus cloud and
Ophiuchus, Espaillat et al. (2010) proposed that the gaps in pre-
transitional disks were indicators of planet formation. Mid-
(24 μm) and far-IR (70 μm) observations of moving group A
stars from Spitzer/MIPS show that disks around older stars
have a narrower temperature distribution than younger stars,
and that 70 μm disk emission persists longer than 24 μm
emission (Su et al. 2006). Kennedy & Wyatt (2010) modeled
the potential self-stirring behavior of disks and applied it to A
stars in the β Pictoris moving group and the TW Hya
association. Further observations and analysis of archival data
of the Tucana/Horologium, AB Doradus, Columba, and Argus
associations with Spitzer (Zuckerman et al. 2011) characterized
the appearance of debris disks around YMG stars, and
constrained the decay of dusty debris disks over time.

In recent years, many direct-imaging exoplanet and disk
surveys have focused on YMG members. Kasper et al. (2007)
primarily surveyed the Tucana–Horologium and β Pictoris
moving groups in a direct-imaging search for Jupiter-mass sub-
stellar companions. Biller et al. (2013) directly imaged 80
members of the β Pictoris, TW Hya, Tucana–Horologium, AB
Doradus, and Hercules-Lyrae YMGs in a survey for giant
planets as part of the Gemini/NICI Planet-finding Campaign,
finding 4 comoving companions and constraining the fre-
quency of 1–20 MJup planets at separations up to 150 au. The
Strategic Exploration for Exoplanets and Disks with Subaru
survey included a dedicated focus on potential moving group
members (Brandt et al. 2014), using high-contrast corona-
graphic imaging to observe many targets identified with
YMGs. Currie et al. (2015) identified a Kuiper Belt-like debris
disk in the Scorpius-Centaurus association with the Gemini
Planet Imager as part of a larger survey.
The Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (WISE) mission

(Wright et al. 2010), the most sensitive all-sky mid-infrared
survey to date, provides the best source of new YMG candidate
members with infrared excess across the sky. Some past WISE
studies to identify late-type YMG candidate members with
infrared excess have generally proceeded by first identifying
likely members, then examining WISE data to see if they have
infrared excesses (e.g., Schneider et al. 2012a, 2012b). Other
WISE studies of YMG candidate membership of earlier-type
stars have used the presence and strength of infrared excess in
WISE data as a component in their membership determination
(e.g., Rizzuto et al. 2012). We instead first identify stars with
infrared excesses, and then test each one for membership in
a YMG.
We report here one newly identified candidate YMG

member with infrared excess discovered by the Disk Detective
project (Kuchner et al. 2016, hereafter Paper 1). This star has
>90% membership probability in a YMG based on the
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BANYAN II Bayesian analysis tool (Malo et al. 2013; Gagné
et al. 2014). Distance estimates (<88 pc) suggest that this star is
a good target for direct imaging. We also recover a previously
identified YMG candidate member with a known infrared
excess.

In Section 2 of this paper, we summarize our methodology
for identifying and modeling stars with excesses and
determining their YMG membership probability in more detail.
In Section 3, we present our candidate member, discuss its
stellar characteristics, compare its kinematics to its association,
and characterize basic parameters of the star and its infrared
excess. In Section 4, we summarize our findings and discuss
the outlook for future identifications in this manner, in light of
the upcoming release of results from the Gaia mission
(Perryman et al. 2001).

2. METHODOLOGY

The objects with identified infrared excesses come from the
Disk Detective project (Paper 1; http://www.diskdetective.
org), a citizen science-based all-sky search for circumstellar
disks in the AllWISE Data Release (Cutri et al. 2014). Unlike
other WISE debris disk searches, Disk Detective is not limited
to the Hipparcos or Tycho catalogs, which are magnitude-
limited in V and thus omit a wide swath of mid- and late-type
stars. It instead searches the entire 2MASS catalog (Skrutskie
et al. 2006) for objects with [W1]–[W4]> 0.25 that meet other
criteria designed to eliminate contaminants and other sources of
noise. The DiskDetective.org website aims to harvest Disk
Detective Objects of interest (DDOIs), sources we consider to
be worthy of further research. DDOIs are then submitted for
follow-up observation on ground- and space-based telescopes.
Details on the identification of DDOIs can be found in Paper 1.
As of 2016 April 25, DiskDetective.org users had identified
1774 DDOIs, a unique new collection of potential debris disks.

To test the likelihood of YMG membership for these objects,
we used Bayesian Analysis for Nearby Young AssociatioNs II
(BANYAN II; Malo et al. 2013; Gagné et al. 2014). This tool
uses a naive Bayesian classifier to compare the Galactic
position and space velocity of a given object to the positions
and velocities of several well-defined moving groups and
associations with distances<100 pc and ages<200 Myr: the β
Pictoris, AB Doradus, and TW Hya moving groups, as well as
the Argus, Columba, Carina, and Tucana–Horologium associa-
tions. BANYAN II takes as inputs an object’s right ascension,
declination, trigonometric parallax, radial velocity, and proper
motion. We tested 1774 DDOIs with BANYAN II, using
spatial coordinates from AllWISE, and parallax and proper
motions from Hipparcos (van Leeuwen 2007) or the Tycho-
Gaia Astrometric Solution (TGAS, Lindegren et al. 2016)
whenever available. When parallax and proper motion data
from these surveys were not available, we used proper motion

data from other surveys, such as the Tycho-2 bright star catalog
(Høg et al. 2000), or the SPM4 catalog (Girard et al. 2011).
We used an algorithm based on the implementation of the

Levenberg–Marquardt minimization scheme in the Python
lmfit package to estimate basic parameters of the host star and
disk of our YMG candidates. Our algorithm cycles through
combinations of Teff and glog( ), fitting the corresponding BT-
Settl stellar atmosphere model (Baraffe et al. 2015) to 2MASS
J, H, and K, WISE W1, and any additional large-survey
photometry such as the Tycho-2 catalog or the DENIS survey
(Epchtein et al. 1997) to find a best-fit ratio of stellar radius to
distance. We adopt the best-fitting of these models, yielding
estimates of the stellar temperature Tå and distance. Taking this
distance and stellar model into account, the algorithm then fits
the four bands of WISE photometry with a Planck function,
representing a single-temperature disk. The parameters from
these two fits are then used to derive a value for the disk’s
fractional infrared luminosity, L Lir .

3. RESULTS

From our initial sample of 1774 DDOIs, we identified one
star with a >90% likelihood of membership in a YMG, with
significant excess [W1]-[W4] > 0.25. As this system was not
included in either the Hipparcos survey, or the late-M surveys
for BANYAN (Malo et al. 2013; Gagné et al. 2014), its
membership candidacy has not been evaluated until now. We
initially identified WISE J060652.79-313054.1, an F8 star, as a
member of the Columba association, based on position and
proper motion measurements, and estimated the distance to the
star via spectroscopic parallax, independent of the BANYAN II
calculation. However, when we incorporated the parallax
measurement from TGAS into the BANYAN II analysis, the
membership probability dropped from 93.77% to 0.73%,
indicating that the detection was due to incomplete informa-
tion. We also recovered TWA 33, which was previously
reported in Schneider et al. (2012b). Table 1 summarizes our
findings. Here, we briefly discuss the characteristics of this new
dusty YMG member.

3.1. J080822.18-644357.3

This star has no previously reported parallax or radial
velocity measurements. It does have proper motion observa-
tions from the Southern Proper Motion 4.0 (SPM4.0) survey
(Girard et al. 2011). Based on this data, it has a 93.9%
probability of membership in the Carina association. This
association was first identified as part of the Great Austral
Young Association by Torres et al. (2003, 2006), but was later
identified as a separate association by Torres et al. (2008). The
association has an age of -

+45 7
11 Myr (Bell et al. 2015), and a

distance range of 46–88 pc (Malo et al. 2013 and the references

Table 1
Summary of a Candidate YMG Member from Disk Detective

ID Spectral L Lir Moving Membership Group Most Probableb Most Probableb

Type Group Probability (%) Age (Myr)a Distance (pc) Radial Velocity ( -km s 1)

J080822.18-644357.3 M5.5c ´ -8.06 10 2 Carina 93.9 -
+45 7

11
-
+65.4 7.6

8.8 20.6±1.4

Notes.
a From Bell et al. (2015).
b From BANYAN II.
c This work.
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therein). Examination of the star’s Galactic position and
velocity relative to that group (shown in Figure 1) indicates
that while it is centrally located in the group at the most
probable radial velocity and parallax from BANYAN II, its
velocity is not as typical; its three-dimensional velocity falls
outside the 68% confidence bubble for the group, indicated by
the faint red ellipsoid in Figure 1. However, it is not a
particularly extreme outlier; the s1 error bars on the star’s
velocity intersect with the ellipsoid.

As seen in Figure 2, this star exhibits a significant excess at
both W3 ([W1]–[W3] = 2.367 0.036) and W4 ([W1]–[W4]
= 4.234 0.087), suggesting a fairly warm disk around a
fairly cool star. While this star does not have a previously
reported spectral type, we use photometry from 2MASS,
AllWISE, and the DENIS survey (Epchtein et al. 1997) to find
a best-fit BT-Settl stellar atmosphere with  =T 2900 K,
consistent with a spectral class of M5.5V based on the models
used by Rajpurohit et al. (2013). Using this adopted spectral
type and an absolute 2MASS J magnitude for this model of
9.21, we find a distance based on spectroscopic parallax of
∼57 pc, which reasonably agrees with the most probable
distance from BANYAN II. We find values for the disk of

~T 263disk K, and  = ´  ´- -L L 8.06 10 9.02 10ir
2 3.

These high values of L Lir and Tdisk suggest a young star,
independent of its YMG candidacy. The high blackbody
temperature of the disk also suggests a close-in disk, with an
inner disk radius of ∼0.074 au, approximately 1.5 times the
semimajor axis of the orbit of Proxima Centauri b (Anglada-
Escudé et al. 2016).

The excess observed around this star is much larger than the
warm debris excess observed around any other mid-M dwarf.
The infrared colors of the star are quite similar to the colors of
T Tauri stars observed in the youngest embedded clusters (e.g.,
Luhman & Mamajek 2012). Additionally, our derived value of

L Lir for this star is comparable to those observed for
protoplanetary disks in Taurus, IC 348, and other new star-
forming regions. However, large surveys of disks in young
associations suggest that gas-rich protoplanetary disks dissipate
by ∼10Myr (e.g., Williams & Cieza 2011). With such a large

excess at an age of ∼45Myr, this disk system is an outlier,
which compels further study.

4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we identified one new star with infrared
excesses that has a high (>90%) likelihood of membership in
the Carina association. This new YMG disk candidate is a
valuable target for further follow-up observations with
adaptive-optics systems on large telescopes. Because it is a
candidate member of a nearby (distances<100 pc) association
(Malo et al. 2013 and the references therein), it is well within
range for high-contrast imaging to resolve the disk structure
(Schneider et al. 2014; Boccaletti et al. 2015; Currie et al.
2015), which will contribute to our understanding of disk
evolution at the age of the Carina association. Its known young
age also makes it a prime target for finding exoplanets via

Figure 1. Galactic space position and velocity coordinates for J080822.18-644357.3 (purple dot), relative to the members of the Carina association used in BANYAN
II (green dots). Red lines are 1σ error bars, oriented to decouple errors in proper motion and radial velocity. The orange ellipsoid highlights the 68% confidence
interval in 3D space, while the gold contours indicate the two-dimensional projections of the ellipsoid in each plane. The Galactic position and velocity coordinates for
J080822.18-544357.3 indicate that it has a 93.9% probability of membership in this association.

Figure 2. Spectral energy distribution for J080822.18-644357.3, with stellar
atmosphere (blue dashed line) + blackbody (red dot–dash line) fitting applied
to observed photometry (green pentagons) from 2MASS, AllWISE, and the
DENIS survey, to produce a total model (black solid line). Our fitting indicates
a disk temperature ∼263 K, and  = ´  ´- -L L 8.06 10 9.02 10ir

2 3.
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direct imaging, given the expected warmth of any exoplanets
orbiting the disk (Marois et al. 2008, 2010).

If confirmed as a member of Carina, our new debris disk
appears to be the oldest observed YMG M dwarf debris disk.
The frequency of M dwarf debris disks at varying ages is a
subject of intense debate in the literature. The frequency of
debris disks around young (40 Myr) M dwarfs is ~6%
(Binks 2016), while the prevalence around older M dwarfs is
1.3% (Avenhaus et al. 2012; Theissen & West 2014). In
contrast, debris disks are detected around 32±5% of young A
stars with Spitzer/MIPS (Su et al. 2006), and around1% 6%– of
old (∼670Myr) Sun-like (F5-K9) stars with Spitzer/MIPS
(Urban et al. 2012). Survival models predict that M dwarf
debris disks occur at a similar frequency as disks around Sun-
like stars, and that the dearth of detections to date is either due
to systems having blackbody-like dust close to their central
star, or due to systems having a smaller amount of dust
distributed over a larger orbital separation (Heng &
Malik 2013). Alternatively, disk dissipation could be acceler-
ated around these stars due to stellar wind drag (Plavchan
et al. 2005, 2009). Our new M dwarf debris disk would bridge
the gap between YMG and field M dwarf disks. Given their
common spectral type (both M5.5V), this system could be a
young analog for the Proxima Centauri system (Anglada-
Escudé et al. 2016) as well.

We identified this new candidate YMG member with
infrared excess via the ongoing Disk Detective project, out of
an initial sample of 1774 DDOIs. We expect to find ∼12,000
DDOIs by the end of the Disk Detective project, so we expect
to find more YMG candidate disks as the project continues. We
detected fewer YMG candidate members from this sample than
might have been expected given the results of Kennedy &
Wyatt (2013). We believe that this low detection rate is in part
due to Disk Detective’s sizable inclusion of objects with
distances of >100 pc, more distant than any of the moving
groups included in BANYAN II. Additionally, some nearby
high-proper-motion targets may have originally been classified
as “shifting” targets rather than good candidates. We have
begun re-evaluation of these shifting targets to identify these
false negatives. Forthcoming improvements to the BANYAN
software and results from the Gaia mission (Perryman
et al. 2001) should lead to substantially higher yields in the
future, as well. We plan to add an additional six known YMGs,
which are not currently included in any probabilistic member-
ship tool, to the BANYAN software. The data from Gaia are
likely to yield many previously undiscovered YMGs, as well as
find previously unidentified members of the currently known
moving groups and associations. We expect that Gaia will
determine parallaxes, proper motions, and radial velocities for
~70% of our current list of DDOIs. Extrapolating to the
anticipated 12,000 DDOIs and assuming the use of Gaia data,
we estimate that we will identify an additional ∼15 candidate
members of the moving groups and associations studied here
with significant m22 m excess by the end of the Disk Detective
project.
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